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Hollywood Soapbox reviews SModcastle, the new podcasting theater from Kevin Smith. Opening night
featured Smith and Jason Mewes.
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REVIEW: Kevin Smith’s SModcastle opens in NJ, and it’s awesome!
Four local Democratic legislators signed a sloppily written column that appeared in Thursday’s Sun with
no evident proofreading by any of them. I’ll take a wild guess that it was ...

William Marvel: Backlash
Although countries like Israel, the United Kingdom, and the United States have done particularly well
getting Covid-19 vaccines into arms as fast as possible, vaccine hesitancy remains a serious ...

On liberty, conspiracies and vaccination
The whole building of current diagnostic and therapeutic medicine is based on advances on single genesingle phenotype/disease dogma. Over the past century, linear experimentation approach has ...

New Diagnostics and Predictive Tools
For decades, the dogma was that more urban roads and bridges for more vehicles ... shall be incorporated
in the design and implementation of transport projects." Section 25.1 of the same IRR requires ...

A DPWH for all Filipinos
How do other women deal with this disconnect between dogma and reality ... pressure Muslim women felt on
the need to conform and to project the image of a “proper Muslim woman”, a pressure ...

Between dogma and reality
58-76) In chapter 11 of Bernard Lonergan’sInsightthere is a section entitled ... program would be
preserved by setting as our goal the salvation of... Chapter 17 Dogma versus the Self-correcting ...

Lonergan and the Level of Our Time
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If you try to convince a “9/11 truther” that the attacks were not, in fact, an inside job, they will
probably lament that you have been brainwashed, too. Should we therefore stifle conspiracy ...

The best way to counter vaccine hesitancy? Don’t worry about conspiracy theories – just vaccinate more
people
Seeking to prevent false beliefs from being aired simply gives ammunition to those claiming that the
state is out to get them.

On liberty, conspiracy and vaccinations
Medscape, February 15, 2019 15 Studies That Challenged Medical Dogma in 2018 Dr Eric Topol highlights
... Medscape, January 11, 2018 ‘Moneyball’ Author Michael Lewis on Errors and Medical ...

Eric Topol on Medscape
Say what you will about Pinarello's Dogma but it has won seven of the last ... and is powered by a
Shimano Ultegra R8000 11-speed groupset. Hydraulic brakes provide the stopping power, while ...

Best road bikes: Category-leading aero, lightweight, endurance and aluminium road bikes
A total of about 11 million votes were cast for the two candidates ... a Republican in name only for
failing to 100% adhere to the dogma of “conservative” 24-hour cable news and social media ...

Letters to the Editor — Election fraud, politics, Holocaust survivor, Dallas’ herd immunity, cows
As yoga reaches the mainstream, there are many who seek to use it as a control device, says author
Shahram Shiva. He argues that young people are usually smart enough to see through the ruse. How ...

Millennials Want Yoga Without Dogma — And That's a Good Thing.
Great nations thrive by constantly refreshing two great reservoirs of knowledge. The first contains the
knowledge from the stories we tell about ourselves.
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How to Destroy Truth
All of which were, many felt, highly unsuitable. 'This is indoctrination,' says Hugh Cochrane, a father
of two ASL children aged 11 and 13. 'In my view, it's the culmination of a radical ...

Indoctrination of a generation: Racially segregated clubs, white pupils told they're 'oppressors'
“It's a church space to get away from the dogma of traditional church,” Southern ... As more people grew
interested in the project, however, the property owner voiced concern that his ...

Open faith and open doors: The Alluvium pours out in song and community sentiment
This shows again that real people – voters and potential workers — make decisions in their practical
self-interest, not according to progressive dogma ... number was 11 percent in Hawaii.
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